
12/8/71 

Dear Js, 

Unless Lil recommends against mailing during Xmas rush, tonight or tomorrow I'll 
package blanket - after looking at, which I've notyet done fit having been out of mind). 

Large and welcome mailing of 11/1*Moyniham letter returned herewith. Hadn't see, believe. 
Nechine clip not sent earlier. I'm interested in anything on FBI informants, esp. 

when they provoke violence or cause it themselves. 
Glad to get all Garrison clips because I no longer get local papers. I think the zany 

may have outfoxed himself on the State case, and I'll be particularly interested in anything 
Ben with says or does. 

Reason for firing Soule and Frey rather than keeping them suspended makes no sense. 
Nor does it that JG did ask change venue, didn't ask severance. 

Shaw civil suit: Panzeca toldme they are serious about it. I told him I think I have 
enough to defeat it and while I hadn't given it to JG for the perjury case,I would give it 
to the T&C people who, I feel, ought not suffer. 

10/27 clip on refusal court to give mother George Jackson's effects: I presume with 
no pther clip this became the final action. 

Contreras Castro: my info is that he is free and bragging. I should hear more soon. 
Albert E. Hahn and his The Unholy Hymnal: I knew him WWII days when he wrote exposes, 

presume two collaborators are sons. Dook looks interesting, but I'll await remaindering. 
Other clips will await time for reading, but they all look interesting. I've not 

yet opened all the mail. Not even one from JER. 
Good to be home after three weeks. Nine hours sleep left me still tired. 
But what a load of immediacies! 

Thanks and best9 

If the two NBC programs on Viet 
Nam and CBS' on surveillance do 
interest you and you do not get 
them for yourself, my young friend 
in New York has arranged to get me 
copies from the nets. IDEc  31 In 


